
Simpson’s episode 
 

Title: 
 

(Lets destroy our liver) dance 
 
 

Scene 1 nuclear power plant 
 
(It starts with Homer on his chair with an array of 
buttons in front of him) 
 

 Homer: Button, button many I see. Hopefully one will pamper        
              Me. Boy that will be the day. 
 

(Homer thinks in a thought bubble with him and a robot                       
giving him back rub) 
                

Robot: Back rub stage completed. (The voice turns evil) now 
you must die. 

  
           (Homer screams, as the robot turns evil with many 

weapons. Homer gets trapped against a corner as the 
shadow of the robot appears over him) 

 
Homer: No. No. I thought we were friends NO!!! 
 
            (Back to normal day)   
 
Homer: Oh my god (turns to buttons and looks at a big red one) 

Hello. 



   
           (He pushes it and the scene changes into an atomic 

explosion. The shot moves back to reveal a TV.) 
 
Homer: I’m glad I know the TV works 
 
            (Mr burns walks in with Mr Smithers by his side) 
 
Mr burns: Ah! Simpson. The dufus from our plant. I’m giving 

you the day off. 
 
Homer: (surprised) Really! 
 
Mr Burns: Yes. But you must do one thing (Zooms in on him 

really dark). You must crack the Da Vinci code. 
 
Smithers: Sir we discussed this.  
 
Mr Burns: Ah yes. Off you go. 
 
               (Homer runs off cheering) 
 
Smithers: Good work distracting him for the inspection 
 
Mr Burns: (shocked) Inspection! 
 
Scene 2 Simpson’s home 
 
                (Bart and Lisa are watching TV while Marge is 

knitting. Bart and Lisa are watching an American show 
similar to Lost with a Jack look-alike) 
(Show TV) 
 



Jack: One thing’s for sure. We are truly LOST. 
 
         (Go back to living room)  
 
Bart: Aww. They say that every 20 minutes. 
               
         (Homer walks in) 
 
Homer: Guess what. I got the day off. Were going to the video 

store 
 
         (Kids cheer) 
 
Bart: Yeah. Finally I don’t have to put up with rubbish American 

shows 
 
Homer: Yeah. What have they done good recently. 
  
          (Bart and Homer start laughing and then high five) 
 
Scene 3 video store 
 
          (The Simpson’s enter a video store entitled DVDs ‘r’ 

Great. Under it says Formerly Videos ‘r’ great. Under 
that says formerly Betas ‘r’ great. Above is a crane 
dropping a sign saying coming soon UMDs ‘r’ great) 

  
            (The Simpson’s scatter and Lisa looks at some videos) 
 
Lisa: Lets see what we got. The care bears don’t care. 
 
           (Lisa has a video with the care bears dressed as the mafia 

carrying lead pipes and Tommy guns) 



Lisa: The league of extra-boring gentlemen. 
 
          (The video has a bunch of old men sitting around a table 

drinking tea) 
 
Lisa: Elvis Costello does Elvis Presley! 
 
           (Lisa looks at a TV screen and sees Elvis Costello dressed 

as Elvis Presley with a guitar and a cigarette signing 
Suspicious minds.  

 
Elvis: were caught in a trap. And I can’t walk out. 
 
             (He smokes a cigarette and coughs) 
 
Elvis: oh boy! 
 
            (Switch back to Lisa) 
 
Lisa: that’s bad 
 
        (Random store man walks past) 
 
Store man: if you think that’s bad you should see the other way 

around 
 
Lisa: Yuk 
 
         (Switch to scene with Marge and homer looking at videos) 
 
Homer: (holding a tape) Hey Marge looks at this comedy 
 
Marge: Homer. You’re holding a beautiful mind. 



Homer: I know (bursts out laughing) 
 
Marge: oh look homer, you like funny films so here’s a carry on 

film 
 
             (She shows him a video that has Sidney James holding 

his back on the cover that say’s carry on chiropractics) 
 
Homer: (homer stops laughing and looks depressed) Poor guys. 
              (A tear runs down his cheek) 
 
           Scene 4 Simpson’s home. 
 
            (The Simpson’s are watching the TV and you can hear 

the sound of Sidney James going ‘oh matron’. The 
Simpson’s don’t look impressed) 

 
Bart: this movie sucks. It’s worse than that sightmare before 

Christmas. 
 
             (Scene changes to a nightmare before Christmas style 

with a ghoul character singing.) 
 
Ghoul:  what’s this what’s this, 
            I can’t see around 
            What’s this what’s this 
             What’s that moving on the ground? 
             Oh why I cant see a thing, 
              I’m so sad I have to sing 
             Oh woe has come over me 
             Why oh why cant I see 
  
              (An elf peeps out of a window) 



Elf:    because you haven’t got any eyes you shmuk. 
 
           (Scene changes back)   
 
Homer: the king of England must be chocking on his mutton 

now. I’m stopping this with my wet hands. 
 
Marge: (concerned) homer that’s not a good idea. 
 
Homer: (touching the VCR) Marge, with today’s technology 

nothing could go wr.. 
 
             (Suddenly homer gets electrocuted) 
 
              (The Simpson’s looked shocked except for Bart) 
 
Bart: oh cool. Go dad go. 
Scene 5 Hospital 
 
           (The scene changes to outside the cemetery with a man 

standing outside it. He points left of him and it goes to 
the hospital) 

 
Marge: Homer are you ok? 
 
Homer: oh. Hullah, hallah. 
 
            (Dr nick walks in) 
 
Dr nick: hi everybody who doesn’t smell like chicken 

 
Everyone except homer: Hi Dr nick. 
 



            (He looks at homer) 
 
Dr nick: this man doesn’t look too good 
 
Lisa:  (sarcastically) Well duh. 
 
         (A John Travolta look alike (who is actually John Travolta) 

walks in) 
 
Marge: wow. You look like John Travolta! 
 
John: uh yeah. Marge I represent the video company and we are 

so sorry of homers accident that we will give your family 
free tickets to either Drugtopia or Ireland. 

 
Marge: We’ll pick Ireland. 
 
Bart: (Disappointed) Oh I wanted to go to Drugtopia. Well at 

least I have an excuse to wear this. 
 
           (He brings out a t-shirt saying international rap artist with 

the letter I.R.A written in bold) 
 
Marge: Bart! 
 
Bart: What? 
 
Marge: I don’t want you promoting rap in Ireland. It has enough 

gun crimes already. 
 
          (Homer wakes ups slightly) 
 



Homer: Ireland! I don’t like that place. I watched the quiet man 
the other day and it wasn’t quiet. And another thing I… 

 
             (Dr nick pulls out a hammer and hits homer on the head. 

Homer collapses) 
 
Marge: are you sure that’s safe? 
 
Dr nick: what am I a doctor? (He looks at his name badge) Hey 

what do you know? I am. 
 
            AD BREAK 
 
Scene 6 airport 
 
         (A plane (with the company named Myanair with the logo 

of a man on a plane seat clutching his handles. Under the 
logo says now with seatbelts) pulls in. it swerves and 
then crashes on the runway.) 

 
Pilots voice: don’t worry folks we can buy a new plane with 

your money. 
 
           (Passengers cheer) 
 
Random voice: The person next to me stopped breathing 
 
             (The Simpson’s enter the airport. It is full with Irish 

dancers, leprechauns, drunks, golfers, the Irish soccer 
team, priests and many other people all wearing green) 

  
Lisa: wow Irelands so colourful 
 



Marge: look homer its Pierce Brosnan. 
 
              (Switch to a poor Pierce Brosnan carrying a sign saying 

will act for food) 
 
Pierce: come on give me some money. I played bond once. 
 
              (Homer runs up to him and kicks him in the stomach 

and Pierce falls to the ground) 
 
Homer: come on there’s plenty for everyone. (He looks off 

screen) Huh. Wow. 
 
            (He bows down at a shining figure) 
 
Homer: Giver of life. My messiah. 
 
               (The figure turns out to be an Irish pub named The 

Mills) 
 
Marge: oh homer, we didn’t come to the other side of the world 

to drink booze. 
 
Homer: yes we did (He runs off giggling like a little girl) 

 
Marge: Hrmm. Come on kids lets explore Ireland. 
 
             (Scene switches to them on the street filled with people) 
 
Marge: wow Irelands got so expensive 
 
             (A man is sitting playing a violin and a woman walks 

past a throws him a penny. The man coughs so she gives 



him a note. The man shakes his head so the woman 
throws in her purse.) 

 
Lisa: look mum bono and bob Geldof are having a fight 
  
            (Bono and bob Geldof are standing in a western pose 

staring at each other) 
 
Bob:  So you think your tough eh? 
 
 Bono: Oh go save the world Bob. 
 
Bob: Heh you help me 
 
Bono: No I don.. (Relialising) oh crap. 
 
           (The two run at each other manga cartoon style as the 

camera switches to Marge as fighting is heard off screen) 
 
Marge: um lets leave them alone. 
 
Bono: (off screen) oh no here comes Sinead O’Connor 
 
            (A women’s yelling is heard as the fighting continues) 
 
Marge: look Bart a mountain 
 
Bart: a mountain. Boring. 
 
Marge: I dunno Bart. A mountain is full of lot’s of things. 

Castles, woodlands and even some mad farmers. 
 



             (The shoot zooms out and shows Bart already halfway 
up the mountain with a harness and helmet on)  

 
Bart: (in the distance) what are we waiting for? 
 
         (Marge and Lisa look at each other and shrug) 
 
Scene7 In the pub 
 
          (Homer enters a typical Irish pub with old men smoking 

pipes reading the paper. A band plays soft Irish music 
with a guitar, piano, flute and violin.) 

 
Homer: wow just like in the movies. 
 
            (Homer sits at a bar stool and a barman turns around) 
 
Barman: what can I get you? 
 
Homer: one duff please. 
 
Barman: sorry we don’t sell any Danish beer. (He looks angry 

for one minute then turns normal) We only sell one beer. 
(He points to a sign that has a collapsed toucan on it that 
reads ‘ where the hells my Giuness’) 

 
Homer: Guiness 
 
             (Barman grabs homers shirt) 
 
Barman: Its giuness you idiot. 
 
             (Shrugs homer back) 



 
Homer: Ok one giuness please 
 
              (Barman pours one out for him) 
  
Barman: if you don’t collapse in the next hour your either have 

no brain or your superman. 
 
                (Homer grabs the beer) 
 
Homer: please. 
 
                (He gulps it down. He looks normal for one minute 

and then his eyes turn big. He walks towards the exit all 
giddy and happy) 

 
Barman: there goes a brave young man (a tear is in his eyes) 
 
                 (A man barely able to talk speaks to the barman) 
 
Man: another Guinness. 
 
                 (The barman grabs his shirt) 
 
Barman: Its Giuness 
 
                 (A scene shows homer opening the doors to the exit 

with the song ‘ I’m exited’ playing. He is then shown 
skipping with two leprechauns. Then he is running dazed 
down a street with a gang of Irish policemen chasing 
after him. Then a church sermon goes on as homer 
crashes through the window and lands on the altar. The 
priest pulls out a knife but another priest wags his finger 



and shows him the bible. The 1st priest drops the knife a 
storms out. Then homer is skipping with one leprechaun 
and a robber with a gun. Homer looks at the robber 
anxiously and keeps on skipping. Then homer runs on at 
riverdance. He try’s to do a jig but fails. The rest of the 
family are in the audience.) 

 
Lisa: Am I imagining things or is that dad? 
 
Marge: I hope your imaging Lisa. I hope you are. 
 
              Scene 8 
 
              (Homer is in an bar talking to an Irish man) 
Homer: … and you know another thing that’s cool. Air.  
 
Man: You know Homer. You have got half a brain you. 
 
Homer: The other Half’s in a monkey. 
 
               (Scene changes to professor Frink in his lab with a 

monkey strapped to a chair next to him) 
 
Frink: Ok ladies and gentlemen. After months of work and 

money, which the nice tax, man offered us, glavin oh he 
was so nice, we now will see if monkeys really can be 
like us. 

 
               (Professor Frink hit a switch and lighting flashes and it 

stops as the monkey’s arm slowly moves up but the 
monkey is still lifeless) 

 
Frink: it’s alive. Sort of. Frank go check on him. 



 
                (Another professor goes up to the monkey and taps 

him. He taps him again but the monkey yells and pushes 
the professor who goes flying) 

 
Frink: Oh great, now the governments gonna have my hips 

glavin. 
 
             (Scene switches back to Homer as his family walk in) 
 
Marge: I’m very disappointed in you homer. This was supposed 

to be a nice family holiday and you changed it into a 
booze cruise 

  
Homer: (In a daze) look Louis Walsh, Westlife came on to me.   
 
Marge: well were going home. 
 
              (Krusty appears next to Homer) 
 
Krusty: Hey Hey kids. 
 
Marge: Krusty what are you doing here? 
 
Krusty: What are you doing here? 
 
Homer: Lisa what are you doing here? 
 
               (Osama Bin Laden is at the bar) 
 
Osama: What the hell am I doing here? 
 



Krusty: Look I need a favour. I’m entering a golf contest in aid 
of charity. 

 
Lisa: Who are you supporting? 
 
Krusty: Celebrities with small ego’s. Poor celebrities walking 

down the street no one asking for their autograph, having 
to walk with normal people wearing normal clothes 
(starts crying) Bastards. 

 
Marge: Why do you want money off us? 
 
Bart: Why don’t you pay for it? 
 
Krusty: I blew all my money investing in fox.  
 
             (Everyone stares at him) 
 
Krusty: I was drunk. 
 
             (Everyone still stares at him) 
 
Krusty: Really drunk. 
 
               (Everyone still stares at him) 
 
Krusty: Mel Gibson drunk. 
 
               (Everyone stops staring and seem to forgive Krusty) 
 
Marge: I still wouldn’t give my money to some clown like that. 

 
Lisa: hey where’s Maggie? 



 
Marge: (shocked) Oh no I left her a riverdance! 
 
              (Scene changes to Maggie in a green outfit doing Irish 

dancing with the riverdance team and Michael Flately) 
 
              (Scene changes back to Homer and Marge runs off) 
 
Krusty: What do you say Homer. If not for me for all those poor 

celebrities who’s only front cover they’ll get on is poor 
celeb’s monthly. I have a copy here. 

 
             (He show’s a copy of poor celebs monthly with a picture 

of a man eating a shoe with a media circus around him 
with a headline ‘plastic is the new cardboard’) 

 
Krusty: How about it. Homer? 
 
              (Scene changes to Homer in the middle of a road) 
 
Homer: wee. I’m a butterfly. 
 
              (Scene changes to Krusty and Bart and Lisa as noises of 

a car crash, a truck crash, a train crash, a plane crash and 
a nuclear explosion are heard off screen. The sounds of a 
hubcap go by) 

 
Homer: (off screen) Ow my kidney. Oh there it is next to my 

head. Uh oh. 
 

 
Scene 9 Golf course 
 



             (The sign outside the Golf course reads ‘ golf a thon 
sponsored by giuness’ next to that has a sign of a farmer 
strangling a ostrich with the slogan ‘ ya’ stole me 
giuness’) 

             (There is a building saying Players with sophisacated 
people inside and another building saying layers with 
riots going on inside) 

            (Two presenters are at the golf course) 
 
Presenter: were live at the annual giuness Golf a thon. Nope 

nothing to do with Guinness. 
  

(A gun is shown off screen pointing at the presenter) 
 
Second presenter: Today’s tournament is shown all 
around the world. Even all the way to Uzbekistan. 
 
(Scene changes to a man watching on T.V. as a second 
man goes behind him and whips) 
 
Whipping man: Back to work. 
 
(The man carries a large crate into a building that say’s 
Dynamite and Very easily detonated explosives) 
 
(Scene changes to Homer (with lot’s of bandages around 
him) next to Krusty warming him up) 
 
Homer: And if he does anything bad. Punch him in the 
crotch. 
 
Krusty: I don’t think you can punch in golf. 
 



Homer: Fine. Just take this. 
 
(Homer passes him a gun) 
 
Krusty: No weapons. 
 
Homer: Oh I’ll use it later. 
 
(He throws it off screen) 
 
Homer: Now your opponents are easy. There’s a guy 
with mental problems. 
 
(A man is standing when a lady gives him a cup of tea he 
throws it at her) 
 
Mental guy: I asked for biscuits. Biscuits! 
 
(Scene changes back to Homer) 
 
Homer: And there’s also the women who just tried to 
hand him the tea. 
 
Krusty: That’s it. 
 
Homer: Yep. (Pause) Oh and there is that guy who’s won 
it 27 times in a row. I’m hungry. 
 
Krusty: What. 
 
(Scene changes to a posh person with huge sticking out 
teeth and a posh accent. He comes up to krusty) 
 



Posh man: Ready to get your butt put into shape. 
 
Krusty: my butt’s fine thank you. 
 
(He turns round and looks at it then he look’s back at the 
posh man) 
 
Krusty: yeah just fine. 
 
Scene 10 
 
(Everyone is at the first hole) 
 
Presenter: So here we go with the competition and first 
up is Gary Madasalemar. 
 
(The mental guy takes his position on the first tee. He 
swings but misses the ball) 
 
Gary: Stupid club! 
 
(He swings it and lets go and goes straight into the tea 
woman and she gets knocked out. Gary stares for a 
second but run’s into a golf cart and drives off laughing) 
 
Presenter: Wow in a matter of seconds we are down to 
the last two. 
 
(Krusty takes his shot and it lands on the fairway) 
 
Krusty: (to the posh man) Beat that. 
 
Posh man: Ok. 



 
(He takes a swing but goes into the distance) 
 
Krusty: Ha you missed. 
 
Posh man: Really? 
 
(The ball comes from the distance behind them and lands 
right on the green) 
 
(Krusty looks bemused) 
 
Posh man: Oh did I do that 
 
(Krusty still looks bemused) 
 
Presenter: Now with the magic of the sport we will now 
put something that look’s like we’ve been playing for 
seconds even though we’ve been playing for hours. 
Enjoy. 
 
(A montage plays of Krusty and the posh man playing 
with lots of good and bad shots) 
 
(Scene changes to everyone at the last hole) 
 
Presenter: Ok. Here we go with the last putt of the last 
hole of the last tournament as this show is being replaced 
with a new Fox show. ‘Locker room secrets’ 
 
(Krusty is by his ball) 
 



Krusty mind: Ok, if you make this you win the 
tournament. 
 
Posh man’s mind: If he gets this he wins the tournament. 
 
Homer’s mind: (his voice echoed) Echo echo echo. Echo 
echo echo. Echo echo echo. 
 
(Krusty takes his putt and in slow motion as the putt 
slowly goes in with the chariots of fire music playing) 
(The crowd cheer) 
 
Krusty: I won. I won. In your face Ludwig van 
canttakedefeat. 
 
Posh man: You cheated. You spiked my drink with 
uranium. 
 
Homer: Oh of course not. Give it here. 
 
(He takes a sip of it and his mouth starts glowing and he 
starts getting delirious) 
 
Homer: Mmmmm Russian.  
 
Krusty: You just can’t take defeat. 
 
Posh man: Oh yeah. (Takes a golf club from his bag) 
Bring it on. 
 
Krusty: (takes a golf club from his bag) You had me at 
bring. 

            



 
           (Krusty and the man start duelling a la star wars and 

with star wars music playing. They go through the golf 
course fighting each other. They go to the clubhouse 
and they are locked in battle, by the bar and Krusty 
orders a drink but they go out. They go on to the driving 
range where the Posh man fires balls at Krusty but 
Krusty dodges and even reflects them. They continue 
battling until Krusty gets a call). 

 
Krusty: Hello. No I’m not interested in any telecom scam 

work. 
 
         (Posh man lifts his golf club) 
 
Krusty: Who is this Rupert Murdock? It is.   
 
Posh man: Time to go Krusty. 
 
Krusty: Hold on one sec. 
 
          (Krusty grabs his golf club and hits posh man across the 

chest and posh man falls to the ground) 
 
Krusty: Yeah what did you say? Uh huh. Executive producer. 

On what? What! Over my dead body. (He puts the 
phone down) You still here? Oh I’ll just finish you off. 

 
 Posh person: (with star wars music playing) you wouldn’t 

want to hurt your father would you. 
 
Krusty: don’t give me that 
  



              (He gently taps the man and he falls down.) 
              (Everyone runs in to congratulate him) 
 
Marge: Krusty you won! 
 
Krusty: Woo hoo.  (He throws his golf club in the air) 
 
            (Scene changes to Pierce Brosnon on a plane, strapped 

in fully. An air stewardess walks passed) 
 
Air stewardess: Is everything ok? 
 
Pierce: Sure I mean the seats a little cold I’m tight and I hate 

flying but I’m ok. 
 
Air stewardess: I understand fully. (She walks off) (Off 

screen) Shesh what a weirdo. 
 
           (Pierce sighs with relief but a noise comes and he looks 

out the window to see the golf club hit against the plane 
wing. The wing starts breaking and pierce gasps but the 
wing goes back to normal. Then the wing breaks badly 
and pierce gasps but it goes back to normal. Then the 
whole wing falls off) 

 
           (Pierce tries to grab someone’s attention but is ignored 

and he gives up. He gets a bottle and starts drinking it) 
 
Pierce: Not a good day to give up Giuness.  
 
           (The plane starts to go down) 
 



            (Scene changes to the golf competition and in the 
background the plane is going down) 

Krusty: I wish my father were here to see me. 
 
Bart: Isn’t that him? 
 
           (Bart points to the posh man on the floor groaning) 
 
Krusty: nah. My father wouldn’t come to my own birthday 

party let alone another country. 
 
             (A violin plays in the background and Krusty looks at 

a leprechaun playing it. He stops playing it and runs 
off.) 

 
            (A referee runs in) 
 
Referee: Stop everything! 
 
Homer: Even breathing. 
 
Referee: especially breathing 
 
Homer: Oh. 
 
Marge: What’s wrong  
 
  Referee: I have just learnt that Krusty is from our rival 

country. 
 
Lisa: He’s British? 
 
Bart: (in a Dracula accent) No he’s from Transylvania.  



 
Referee: No.Krusty is Swedish.  
 
              (Crowd gasp) 
 
Krusty: Let me explain.  (Violin plays in the background) 

Some time ago my dad was in a bar and a nice Swedish 
lady came up to him. He offered her riches and fame 
and the next day they were throwing insults at each 
other. (Pause) Wait that was fairytale of New York. 

 
            (Krusty turns around and a leprechaun is playing the 

same violin. He stops and runs away) 
Krusty: So please find it in the goodness of your heart to 

forgive me. 
 
            (Silence for a second) 
 
Presenter: lets kick his ass.  
 
             (Crowd chase after the Simpson’s and Krusty. They 

run but reach a dead end. Homer steps up to talk) 
 
Homer: Stop  
 
              (Crowd come to a sudden halt and screeching is 

heard and smoke fills up). 
 
Homer: Why are you running after us? America loves Ireland. 

             America is Irelands best friend. We look after you, take 
you places and help you stumble home. Without Ireland 
America would be boring, lifeless and full of Germans. 

 



                (An old man who looks like Hitler comes into shot) 
 
Old man: Oh yeah blame it on the Germans. You know I didn’t 

even want a war. 
 
                  (A bit of cello tape falls off to reveal his moustache. 

He quickly puts it back on). 
 
Old man: That could have got real messy. 
 
Homer: So I’m begging you please let us go. 
 
                 (Crowd stare blankly) 
 
Man in crowd: Do we still get to kick his arse.  
 
Presenter: Of course. 
 
                   (The crowd start to gather round the Simpsons) 
 
Homer: Wait let me say one more thing. 
 
                      (He grabs krusty) 
 
Homer: the Swedish meatball is the one you want 
 
Krusty: (sarcastically) Thanks Homer. 
 
              (The Simpson’s are already up the street) 
 
Homer: We love you. 
 
                (The crowd gather round Krusty) 



 
Man: Have you ever seen Saw? 
 
Krusty: (worried) No. 
 
Man: Neither have we. Is it any good? 
 
Krusty: Probably  
 
Man: (To crowd) Told you. 
 
           (The crowd murmurs) 
Scene 11 
 
            (The Simpsons are wandering the town) 
 
Lisa: Once again stuck in another country. 
 
Homer: It’s not all bad. I’ve still got some of my drink. 
 
             (He takes a sip of the radioactive drink but Marge 

grabs it off him) 
Homer: Oh! I know we’ll phone home. 
 
              (He goes into a phone booth and picks up a directory 

enquires) 
 
Homer: Lets see. (He turns a page) Polish builders (he turns a 

page) Polish builders (he turns a page) more polish 
builders (he turns a page) more polish builders (he sits 
down and starts crying) Oh we’ll never get out of this 
country. Were stuck here forever. 

 



Marge: Homer; maybe you should of read the cover. 
 
Homer: What (he reads the cover saying Polish Builders 

directory) 
 
Homer: oh right (he throws it off screen and a yell is heard) 
 
              (Lisa notices a sign saying embassy street. Sponsored 

by You Tube) 
 
Lisa: Hey maybe we can go to the embassy and get out of here. 
 
Homer: (sarcastically) Oh that’s smart Lisa. Why don’t I go eat 

my own faeces? 
 
Marge: Homer? 
 
Homer: What? I heard it’s good for you. 
 
Lisa: Can we go? 
 
Homer: (sarcastically) Yeah when pigs fly. 
 
              (Lisa sighs) 
 
               (Scene changes to outside a busy building saying 

embassy for Jewish film stars and the shot changes to 
an empty building saying the embassy for non-Jewish 
film stars) 

 
               (The simpsons are walking past many embassies until 

they reach a building with lots of steps) 
 



Lisa: Here we are. 
 
             (Homer runs up the steps) 
 
Homer: Woooh. Eye of the tiger. 
 
Lisa: Dad wrong steps. 
 
Bart: Hey how come there’s a Scottish flag. 
 
Lisa: Wait. That could only mean one thing. 
 
               (A Scotsman peaks out the window) 
 
Scotsman: Bet you weren’t expecting us. 
 
Marge: What are you doing? 
 
Scotsman: We’ve taken over. 
 
Marge: why? 
 
Scotsman: Have you seen the state of our embassy? 
 
             (Scene changes to a old, rubbish shack and it suddenly 

collapses) 
 
Lisa: What have you done with the people inside? 
 
Scotsmen: we let them go, some of them have been there since 

ww2 and we use Gerry Adams as a torture weapon. 
 
(Gerry Adams is beside people tied to a wall) 



Gerry: Have I ever told you about my holiday in Britain? 
 
           (The torture victims scream and yell)  

 
Homer: You can’t take over an embassy with no weapons. 
 
Scotsmen: Oh we have weapons all right. Nuclear weapons! 
 
              (The Simpsons gasp) 
 
Homer: Just like my drink. 
 
               (He takes another sip and Marge gets it out of his 

hand) 
 
Scotsmen: To prove it we’ll attack a country. Pete name me a 

country  
 
             (A man is next to him) 
 
Pete: China? 
 
Scotsmen: Oh no can’t mention China. 
 
Pete: Scotland? 
 
Scotsman: Don’t be stupid. 
 
Pete: America? 
 
Scotsmen: Fine we’ll attack America. (Shocked) America! Oi. 
 
Homer: You said it you’ll have to do it. 



 
Scotsman: oh.Ok.So do you’re worst. 
 
               (He walks off as bagpipes play funeral music) 
 
Lisa: Do something. 
 
Homer: Im thinking. 
 
               (Shot changes to homers brain as he’s thinking of a 

sleeping lion) 
 
Homer: oh Stanley Kurbrick was right. I know. Bart give me 

your slingshot. 
 
Bart: (passes homer his slingshot) Your suddenly brainy! 
 
Homer: I haven’t had a drink in 5 minutes, which is pretty good 

for Irelands standards. 
 
            (Scene changes to the Scotsmen walking to a button 

labelled ‘peace agreement’ he ponders for a minute but 
he looks at another button labelled ‘nuke the bastards’) 

 
            (Meanwhile homer gets ready to aim) 
 
             (The Scotsmen presses the ‘nuke the bastards’ button 

and the scene changes to the hills of Scotland opening 
up to reveal a nuclear missile) 

 
              (Homer shoots as the stone goes into the embassy hits 

off the walls and goes straight into the Scotsman as he 
grabs his chest and falls on the button labelled ‘peace 



agreement’ as the missile in Scotland goes in the air but 
is just a firework) 

 
            (Scotsman looks out over the balcony) 
 
Scotsman: You ruined everything. 
 
Homer: Serves you right. 
 
              (The Scotsman hands them a visa) 
 
Scotsman: There, now leave like us. 
 
               (He goes back inside to a gang of Scots) 
 
Scotsman: Come on boys; let’s go conquer (Looks at his notes) 

Spain! 
 
                 (The Scots take off there clothes to reveal flamenco 

costumes underneath) 
 
Scots: Si. 
 
                 (Scene changes to the Simpsons outside 

congratulating Homer) 
 
Marge: I can’t believe you managed to prevent two countries 

attacking. 
 
Lisa: Only North Korea can say that. 
 
Homer: Yeah well the main thing to do now is go home. 
 



                (They walk into the distance, as homer knows has a 
tail) 

 
Marge: Stop drinking Homer. 
Homer: Come on I just prevented nuclear holocaust. 
 
Marge: Oh OK. 
 
Homer: Woo hoo. Oh I don’t feel good 
 
End Credits 
 
(At the begging bagpipes playing funeral music then the song 

im so excited plays) 
 
 
 

 


	(Lets destroy our liver) dance 

